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Welcome to the latest Australian Videocamera e-magazine.
And good morning, afternoon or evening depending on where you are!
Firstly, apologies as this edition is a tad sparse in comparison to previous ones.
We took the opportunity to grab a short break and take a camping holiday up at
Monkey Mia in the north west of WA, but whilst we got there OK after an overnight
stay in Geraldton, fate then stepped in.
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The idea had been to do a whole bunch of field reviews, but plans were soon buried when I got clobbered by COVID on the 2nd day.
I can now sympathise with those who have suffered from it, and if you have not as
yet, I hope your symptons will be nowhere near as bad as mine were.
For 4 days all I wanted to do was sleep. And isolating in a tent is not a fun thing
either. On top of that, the weather chnaged and it blew a gale. 50knot winds were
persistent for 2 days so we bit the bullet and drove the 600Km back to Jurien Bay
to wait out the last 2 days
We are back home now, mostly fully recovered (at least testing negative) and will
be fully back on deck on Monday.
As always, thanks for your support!
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course for you to forward it to any friends or acquaintances you think will get value from it. If they wish to sign
up to get their own regular copy, they can do so via the pop-up at www.australian-videocamera.com.
If you no longer wish to receive this e-magazine, please email me at david@auscamonline.com and nominate
exactly which email gets the subscription. I'll remove it immediately.
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Industry News
Pro-Cam chooses high-end
FUJINON HK lenses from FUJIFILM Australia

own productions servicing the legal
profession and filming natural history
productions. Recently the company
had a requirement for some highend performance cine zoom lenses
and for that they turned to FUJIFILM
and their FUNINON HK Premier Series.
(l-r) FUJIFILM Australia’s Simon Murphy with Pro-Cam rental manager, Renee Bailey and owner,
Ian Bates and Pro-Cam’s new
FUNINON HK Premier Series lenses

With over 30 years of experience in
the industry, the team at Pro-Cam
are experts when it comes to professional video hire and production for
all budgets. They have one of Brisbane’s biggest ranges of professional and broadcast cameras, lenses,
audio and lighting, plus a comprehensive range of props and editing
services. As well as running a broadcast rental business they also do their
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One of Pro-Cam’s clients, Randall
Wood, is currently using one of the
new the HK Premier 75-400 lenses to
shoot Flyaways. The untold story

company’s leading line of video im- able AI workloads, SkyHawk AI meets
the growing needs of advanced VIA
aging and analytics (VIA) devices.
systems to analyse and record video
footage while simultaneously supporting GPU analytics.

See the full story here

Seagate Serves Edge Security Applications with New
SkyHawk AI 20TB Advanced
Video-Optimised Drive

AI-enabled video imaging and anPro-Cam owner, Ian Bates, ex- alytics systems require support for
plained, “We have used FUJINON heavy workloads that process and
lenses for over 30 years so when the analyse multiple streams and thouopportunity to purchase an HK 75- sands of hours of video data. Sea400mm T2.8 and an HK18-85mm T2.0 gate® Technology Holdings plc
came up, we jumped at it. The HK (NASDAQ: STX), a world leader in
Premier Series are the ultimate in high mass-data storage infrastructure soperformance cine zoom lenses and lutions, launched the new SkyHawk™
we began using them immediate- AI 20TB hard disk drive (HDD).
ly.” Randall Wood and assistant using
The mass-capacity HDD adds to the
a Varicam 35 with FUJINON HK 75-400

Built with ImagePerfect™ AI firmware, the drive delivers zero dropped
frames while supporting heavier
workloads.

]With three years of Rescue Data Recovery Services, SkyHawk AI gives users the power to recover data from
unexpected loss due to power outages, user error, and more.
See the full story here

(As we took a sabatical to take a
well earned holiday, and then managed to get clobbered by COVID in
An enterprise-class drive, the new the middle of it, the industry news is a
SkyHawk AI 20TB features high relia- little sparse this edition so apologies.
bility with two million hours mean time Normal service will resume next week
between failures (MTBF) and a 550TB/ I promise.
year workload rate, supporting over
In the meantime, if you have any
three times the workload of standard
Purposely designed for network vidnews on new products, services, staff
VIA drives.
eo recorders (NVRs) enabled with
chan)ges, appointments - whatever
AI for edge security applications, The drive comes equipped with Sky- - please feel free to email it to me at
Seagate’s SkyHawk AI 20TB HDD in- Hawk Health Management to ac- david@auscamonline.com )
telligently adapts to the scale of the tively protect users’ VIA storage by
users’ AI environment, supporting up monitoring environmental and usage
to 64 HD video streams and 32 AI conditions and recommending prestreams.
ventative actions if necessary.
With this capability to support scalPAGE 5
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We Have the Power...
Whilst this site is predominantly

Anyway, when I was doing that

This was leading into the tent and

about video and filmmaking in-

minor piece of editing on the

a 6 way power board that we

cluding its ancillaries of audio, ef-

Zhiyun / GoPro gimbal footage,

used for our 45l fridge / freezer,

fects, scriptwriting, lighting and so

the unexpected happened. The

charging up laptops, phones,

on – and we covers drones too – I

power went off.

cameras etc and when needed,

do on occasion like to visit different areas that may or may not be

an electric frypan, rice maker and

Our

kettle.

part of the fundamental raison

Our lighting in the tent was

d’être of the site.

a quad of LED strips that
used a “cigarette lighter”

This is one of those moments
MKE 400

Record with confidence.
Sometimes, good just isn’t good enough. Enter the MKE 400,
an on-camera shotgun microphone that combines portability
and performance and sheds a whole new light on the way we
capture audio for our video. Features that were traditionally
accessories—like a windscreen and shock-mount—are now
fully integrated and perform better than ever, freeing up space
in your camera bag and on top of your camera itself.

www.sennheiser.com/mke-400
#CreateMore

fitting to a 240v / 12v trans-

The other day in between review-

former.

ing the DJI Mic, Zhiyun Crane M3
and GoPro Hero 9 Black, I mut-

So, the power going out was

tered a little about the pitfalls of

a bit of a blow as in one fell

Monkey Mia that were endured

swoop we couldn’t see,

during our week there.

cook, run laptops or charge
spe-

(We are on the home now with a

campsite was a

anything.

3 day stopover at Jurien Bay. The

cific tent

noise from the wind finally drove

“en suite” site, meaning we had

that being stuck in a closed soci-

us to quit a day early. 48 hours of

a small and private toilet / shower

ety of probably 300-400 caravans,

non-stop 50kph blow will do that)

block next to us and ability to tap

campervans, rooftop sleepers,

240v power from it.

busses and tents, when it went off

As an aside, what was weird was
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We Have the Power...

(cont)

there was collective groan or sigh

To power devices, connectivity is

question at the level though (tip:

that you’d expect.

via 4 standard USB ports, a USB-

get a 12v kettle).

And when it eventuall came back
on, similarly no unanimous cheer.
The point of this story is that although this happened to us, I assume it could happen to anyone
shooting and editing out the field
and depending on the severity of
the outage, deadlines and other

C port, 3 generic 12v ports and
cigarette lighter socket or, with the
flick of a switch, it turns in to a 240v
inverter.
To get my power back, all I needed
to do was simply switch my fridge
and lights over to the 12v settings
and voila!

But I expected I’d get at least 3-4
hours of a little unit like this.
Bigger ones are available as you’d
expect, and you may be able to
justify one of those and the subsequent higher up-front cost.
Mine was $279 and paid for itself on
this trip alone.

milestones could be heavily affect-

Alternatively, if I needed 240v, I

ed.

could just plug the power board

PS: By choice, I no longer work for

into the 240v socket on the power

Jaycar so am not about to give any

station and switch it to AC mode.

free plugs.

How long that 42mAH would last is

There are numerous versions and

dependent on a number of factors

capacities of power stations

of course, and dictated mainly by

around, so shop around if you think

the power draw from each device.

this may be of interest to you.

But I had a secret weapon that had
me up and running again within a
minute
Some six months ago I invested in a
pair of 42mAH “power stations”
These have an inbuilt lithium battery
that can be charged up from 240v
or a directly connected solar panel.
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The fridge would be the biggest
constant draw at around 1.5A. Using an electric kettle is out of the
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HARDWARE

Review: GoPro Hero 9 Black, Zhiyun Crane M3, DJI Mic
Welcome to Monkey Mia
Come to Monkey Mia they said. It’ll
be warm and sunny, they said. The
fish literally jumpin’ into the boats,
they said.
And there are dolphins. Lots of dolphins.

For two of ‘em we had a family in
the bay behind us at the caravan
park with 2 families including 4 prepubescent girls who had decided
it was OK to shout louder
than the next one
starting at 6am

Except that right now,
I am sitting in a large
tent, walls flapping and
banging, while a 50kph
gale blows outside.
Sure, the first three days
were fine. If include having
a bout of COVID is fine, or at
best, the same sorts of symptoms, as no RATS are available
to confirm, here 1200Km from home
in the north west of Western Australia on Shark Bay.
Actually, no. The first 3 days were
NOT fine, COVID symptoms besides.
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right
through until 9pm, use part of our
plot as a playground (a metre from
our tent) and even move some
of our stuff to make room for their
games and sing-a-longs.

Pleas to them and parents had little
effect, but thankfully they vacated
yesterday. So we had a meal and
a beer at the local bar. View; gorgeous. Food; bloody awful.
So tomorrow, we are cutting our
Monkey Mia adventure short (this
wind, which was not forecast even
24 hours ago is now destined to last
another 4 days apparently) and
heading back down south to Jurien
Bay. The wind will still be blowing
and there will be rain, but at least
Jacqui, myself and Dougie the Dog
will be warm and snug in a cottage
by the sea.
So ,what to do to keep myself
amused?
I know, why not have a play with a
Zhiyun Crane M3 married to a GoPro Hero 9 Black with a Media Mod
and a DJI Mic plugged in?

HARDWARE

Product Descriptions
I am pretty sure most will be familiar
with the GoPro camera. I am using
the 9 here which is one generation
behind the current 10, but still allows
me to use the Media Mod accessory. This is a case the GoPro slides into (you
need to take
the side plate
off and therefore you lose
any waterproofing), and marries
to the USB port.
This
then gives you a USBC port, mini HDMI port and a 3.5mm
audio in port as well as a built in mic.
The Media Mod I reviewed here.
The Zhiyun Crane M3 is a mid level gimbal designed for cameras in
the smaller mirrorless / 4/3rds style
such as those from Sony, Panasonic, Olympus, Nikon and Canon, but
also is suited for Gopros and even
comes with an adaptor for adding

a smartphone. This was reviewed by Australian Videocamera here.
The DJI Mic is DJI’s foray
into wireless microphones. It
comes with 2 wireless mics and
a single base station all wrapped
neatly into a charging station the
wat better earbud headphones
such as those from Sennheiser are
packaged. Cleverly, the whole kaboodle is re-paired when placed
in the charger. The receivers and
transmitters have a capacity of
320mAh and the charging case
2600mAh. The transmitters also record also well as transmitting which
is a really smart idea. Asl neat is
the addition of a magnetic clamp
on the transmitters along with the
standard spring loaded clip.
I reviewed the DJI Mic here.

The Test
To test the combination out, I did a
quick wander around the park at a
time when the wind had subsided a

bit. The GoPro was
set to standard 4K
video, so nothing
fancy there. As
y o u

can see
and hear, the
results were
quite
successful.
The audio
recorded
in
three
locations;
in camera
via the Media
Mod built in
mic,
to the DJI Mic transmitter and receiver separately.
To see the conclusion and sample
video, please click here.
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New Canon R7 and R10 (Press Release)
back on the agenda to visit family
Canon Australia today announces versatile, high-magnification lens.
and friends or destinations on your
its first APS-C EOS R System mirrorless
Brendan Maher, Senior Managbucket list, these cameras offer the
cameras, the EOS R7 and EOS R10
er – Product Marketing at Canon
– bringing the benefits of the EOS R
System to the popular APS-C image
sensor format.
The APS-C format
offers
significant
benefits for photography enthusiasts
and content creators, including the
potential to make
smaller yet highspeed and high-performance cameras positioned perfectly for enthusiasts.

Australia comments: “The launch
of APS-C format EOS R System mirrorless cameras today highlights
Canon’s commitment to offering
Also launching today are two new
greater freedom of choice so that
RF-S lenses – the RF-S 18-45mm
a wider group of photographers
F4.5-6.3 IS STM, an ultra-compact
and content creators can answer
everyday zoom lens and the RF-S
their creative calling. With travel
18-150mm F3.5-6.3 IS STM, a more

perfect tool to help reignite the
photography community’s creative
fire and get them capturing moments again.
Mr Maher continues, “Allowing a
new audience of photography and
videography enthusiasts to access
the innovation that drives Canon’s
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New Canon R7 and R10 (Press Release)
more premium models, the EOS R7
is ideal for enthusiasts looking to
upgrade their camera and push
creative limits to make their images
stand out. Additionally, the camera
is suited for wildlife and sports photographers that need the added
reach of the APS-C in addition to
the outstanding speed and tracking autofocus inspired by higher
models in the range.

formance full frame models to the Offering class leading performance
to capture the moment with ease,
APS-C format.
EOS R7 and EOS R10 have the fastest
Featuring deep learning and Dual
continuous mechanical shutter of
Pixel CMOS AF II, users can keep
any APS-C EOS camera at 15fps[4],
track of subjects including vehicles,
as well as 30fps and 23fps electronic
animals and people, with precise
shutter[5]. The EOS R7 offers a maxihead, face and eye detection over
mum of 1/8000th second mechani100% of the frame[1]. Offering AF in
cal shutter speed and 1/16000th for
low light down to -5 EV and -4 EV
electronic shutter, effectively freezrespectively[2] and operational up
ing images of fast moving objects
to f/22 with teleconverters[3], EOS
whilst in motion. Powered by the
With its compact size and weight, R7 and EOS R10 make it easy to
latest DIGIC X Processor, these are
the EOS R10 is the perfect all-round- track birds in flight or athletes on the
highly responsive cameras capable
er for those considering buying a move.
of high-speed image processing.
camera to capture memories on
Both cameras feature Touch and The addition of a 30fps RAW burst
the go with family or while travelDrag AF, whilst EOS R7 makes history mode allows photographers and
ling.”
as the first camera in the EOS R Sys- creators to work with the images
tem to have a combined AF multi- captured during continuous shootExperience new levels of
controller and control wheel. This ing as a movie file, for simple frame
precision and speed
unlocks AF point control with fast selection.
As new models in the EOS R Range, and convenient setting and playTo read all the details, please click
the EOS R7 and EOS R10 inherit back functions in one thumb movehere
the intelligent autofocus technol- ment or rotation of the dial.
ogy featured in Canon’s high perPAGE 14

